
In The City 

 
(Winter Season Heating Safety) 

 
 Winter season is upon us and as arctic air blows into the Star City we should keep 

in mind the following safety tips and recommendations. Always keep chimney’s clean 

and free of debris and creosote. What most people think of as "smoke" is better termed 

"flue gas." This "smoke” or flue gas is released by the initial fire: the "primary 

combustion." Flue gas consists of steam, vaporized and unburned carbon based by-

products (vaporized creosote). As the flue gas exits the fireplace or wood stove, it drafts 

upward into the relatively cool flue where condensation occurs. Like hot breath on a cold 

mirror, the cool surface temperature of the flue causes the carbon particles in the warm 

vapor to solidify. The actual cause of creosote condensation is the surface temperature of 

the flue in which the flue gas comes in contact. This resulting carbon based condensation 

which materializes inside the flue is creosote. Though burning wood is a great way to 

heat your home or business, It’s important though that we remember to take the proper 

precautions. 

 

Having your chimney cleaned in the beginning of the season is not always enough. Be 

sure to re-inspect and clean it as needed through out the burning season. Have oil fired 

furnaces and boilers cleaned and maintained as well. The number of times you should 

have your heating source and chimney cleaned and serviced is determined by how severe 

our season temperatures are and what type of materials you are burning. Make sure to ask 

your local fuel oil provider and check the manufacturer recommendations on your heating 

source. 

 

It is very important that we never stack wood or other combustibles too close to any 

wood stove or furnace. Keep those areas clean and free of debris. When using alternative 

heating sources like electric or ceramic heaters, be sure that these units are built with 

safety features that will shut down power to the source when and if it’s knocked over. 

Make sure that these units are not too close to combustibles as well and never lay 

clothing or materials on them to dry.  

 

Never use heating sources that admit fumes or vapors without the unit being vented 

properly. Carbon monoxide is a toxic gas, but, being colorless, odorless, tasteless, and 

non-irritating, it is very difficult for people to detect. Carbon monoxide is a product of 

incomplete combustion of organic matter with insufficient oxygen supply to enable 

complete oxidation to carbon dioxide (CO2) and is often produced in domestic or 

industrial settings by older motor vehicles and other gasoline-powered tools, heaters, and 

cooking equipment. Never leave vehicles running in your garage or next to an entry door. 

Fumes can enter your home and linger for hours.  Make sure that you have (CO2) 

detectors in your home on all levels.  

 



In the winter months as we remove snow from walkways and driveways, remember to 

keep all fire exits clear of snow as well. A lot of times we only clear regular paths and 

forget about the doors and windows that we would have to use in an emergency.  

 

Be sure that your home has address identification numbers displayed clear enough to be 

read from the roadway. Be sure that snow does not obstruct these signs. Remember that if 

we can’t find you, we can’t help you. 

 

As always I must remind you about the importance of testing your smoke detectors 

monthly. Remember to change your batteries every six months or when you change your 

clocks. If you have any questions about these or other safety tips, please do not hesitate to 

call the Presque Isle Fire Department @ 769-0881.  
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